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ABSTRACT
This annotated bibliography was developed from a

ft---- survey of the Professors of Educational Research (PER), a special
interest group within the American Educational Research Association,
to gather faculty recommendations in a standard manner that would
permit comparisons of texts within subject areas. Subject areas
addressed are introduction to educational research, introductory and
intermediate statistics, introductory and advanced measurement, and
experimental design. Structured responses were solicited from PER
members in terms of their recommendations on the following topics:
(a) the eventual orientation (consumer, producer) and degree sought
by the students using the text; (b) the level of quantitative and
verbal ability required of students to use the text; (c) the
organization of material as to its sufficiency in terms of sequence,
variety, and detail; (d) the technical accuracy of the content and
the level of scientific and mathematical language employed; and (e)
perceptions of student reactions to the books. Respondents were also
asked to list significant omissions and to make further relevant
comments. (PD)
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INTRODUCTION

The folLawmg annotated bibliography was developed from a survey of

the membership of the AERA Special Interest Group: Professors of Educa-

tional Researcn (SIG:Per). The purpose of the survey was to gather

faculty recommendations in a standard manner that would permit compari-

sons of texts within subject areas. The specific subject areas addressed

were: introduction to educational research, introductory and intermed-

iate s:atistics, introductory and advanced measurement, and experimental

design.

Structured responses were solicited from PER Members in terms of

their recommendations on the following topics: (1) the eventual orien-

tation (consumer, producer) and degree sought.by the students using the

text, (2) the level of quantitative and verbal ability 7,quired of

students to use the text, (3) the organization of tne material as to

whether it was sufficient in terms of sequence, variety and

(4) the technical accuracy of the content and the level of scientific

and mathematical language employed, and (5) their perceptions of student

reactions to the book. In addition, respondents were asked to list

significant omissions and further relevant comments. While the variables

listed above are not exhaustive, they were felt pertinent by the authors

and a selected group or their colleagues who field tested the instrument.

The bibliography ...-ontains reviews of eleven introductory research

texts, eight statistics related texts, and six measurement texts which

are by no means exhaustive of those available in the respective fields.

However, the distribution of texts reviewed by the thirty-four respon-

dents will perhaps indicate those texts most frequently used and provide

comparative information on that limited sample.

The format of the text annotations is perhaps somewhat unusual.

Atter considerable discussion and the actual synthesis of the data into
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narrative annotations, it wab tative standpoint

the data might best be pre.i.tea is .04 .Alt4 words, the

frequency and distributizn of .:e..4ze, .,.:.::tared items for

eazh book ate preseated c.a a ;L:LualaLt. Significant

omissions and CGMMerata we foliated in The

content of the statements are the 1.11 rft$pondents; they

were not validateo by the :v1le:

The resulting document not cal) a.._1'.-ws f.:x the comparison of

standard texts but may prode c,iire:tioa la bock xe:Ision and for new

authors in the development of the LeXt6. Furthermore, this project,

coupled with others being conducted by Siu:VER, should provide instructors

with a wealth of inl.nmation for ..:.arse design and revision. We hope

that the membership of the SIG:PER will consider conducting activities

of this sort on a scheduled, periodic oasis. usingthis initial effort as

a guide for more comprehensive reviews While this is a nontrivial task,

it is felt that ultimate value in tOMO instuctional development

will outweigh the effort involved.

a
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S1G:PER
Text Survey

Axy, Donald, Lucy C. Jacobs and Aeghar Razavieh Introduction to
Research in Education, Holt, Rinehart & Winston Inc., N.Y. 1972

Number of Reviewers tt

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing items In terms of our recommendations for Its use.

1. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

0.1.1.11110MMI
a.

b.

1 c.

d..110.M.

producers of....(e.g. research)
largely producers, some consumers
largely consumers, some producers
exclusively consumers of.... (e.g

of.... (e.g. research)
of.... (e.g. research)
research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. averaoe.

c above average Is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c. above average is necessary.
MISEEmEOISSE

4. Would you recommend this hook for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
Ts b. master's studentsrequire of all students.
--I--1c. master's students particularly Interested in the topic

d. doctoral studentsrequire of all s +udents.
e. doctoral students particularly interested In the topic.SMI.EmEMEM

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

MNIMMEIEMMI

inworpridll

a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. tome inference, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts'ANOVA, multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.

1 b. fairly positive.
c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.

MEMSEESISIIIS



7. Assumino that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

a.

"
c.

outstanding.
good.
somewhat poor.
very poor.

8. It the breadth (Veriety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely Inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely Inadequate.

MIM1111111811

0.1=M111111PM

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

a. excellent.

b.
c.

d.

generally goori,

poor -some F ficant errors.
very poor-m qy significant errors.

II- The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (chock one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
b. understandable with class discussion.
c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.

12. Please ilst significant omissions (open ended).
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Beet, John W. Research in Education, 2nd ed. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice
Hall, 1970

Number of Reviewers te 2

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing Items In terms of your recommendations for its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of ....(e.g. resta:vh)
1 b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)
1 c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)

d. exc -Ively consumers of. ... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprishension of
of the material: check on

1 a. below average Is sufficient.
1 b. swage..

c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
b. average.
c. above average is necessary.OmIllmalp

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
2 ,b. master's students-- require of all students.

c. master's students particularly interested in the topic
d. doctoral students--requi-e of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly interested In the topic.

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

k,a. none.
..1..b. descriptive statistics only.

c. tome Inference, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts'ANOVAp.multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
2 b. fairly positive.

c. mixed: some positive.
d. neuiral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assumi,lo that a Aequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this texts (check one)

a. outstanding.
b. good.
c. somewhat poor.

"msainImmid. very poor.-

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

I a. entirely adequate.
--7b. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
im.."--nd. entirely Inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check cne)s

1 a. entirely adequate.
1 b. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely Inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

1 a. excellent.
1 b. generally good.

c. poorsome significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.0

11. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
b. underslandable with class discussion.

1 underztandable without class discussion.ollobilow~ .

d. trivial for students at this level.111.1.4110001*

12. Please 11,,r '3L4'i1f1cAn+ omlisions (open ended).

"Weak trPatwerr of Feliabillty and Validity."

13. Further comments:

"This book is particularly good for students silo have no plans to
pursue the subject beyond the introductory level."

"Judging from studem reactions, I believe this book to be soreappropriate for the neophyte researcher than most other general
research books on the market."
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Te\I

Borg, Walter and Meredith i;,11 ."1 1 search An Introduction,
2nd Edition, David MLF", 11..

Number of Reviewers 4

Referring to h: t;!.t c ! - ,..Aspond to the follow-
ing items In tertna you- uso.1 ,4110. .11+.0M041.

- ;f the book (check one)1. Students' e erluo l !; ,
.)

-

a. pro.ers kJ. .r1

1 b. largely piodu,,er,,, -:numE.-, of.... (e.g. research)
3 c. largely S i td4..,. (egg. research)

d. exclusively nont.:.mw research)
IIIIMari.111ro

2. Level of q:antifat;ve !..aired !,70dents' comprehension of
of the material:

1 a. befow 's

3 b. eveaue.
eboqo avera>1 is

3. Level of verbal taL!Illv .::2;11prehenslah of 'its material:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
4 b. average.

c. above average is neLesily.

4. Would you recommend this book for (checK all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
3 b. master's student:,--reodiro Qf all students.

1 c. master's students particularly Interested In the topic
2 d. doctoral studentsrequiry of all students.

e. doctoral students particularly interested in the topic.
61.01.1.0.11111M.

5. What statistics bacKgrouild l; nccessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

2 a. none.
b. desu.lptie 03Hstic5 on".

2 c. Some inferencm, I-square, tie5!s.
a. more inference, e.y. I NIOVP., multiple correlation.
e. extensive bacKgrouni, f;1*.L-)r multivariate models.01.111

6. Student reactions to the text are (check one):

01111

1 a.

2 b.

d.

e.

f.

erithustabtic.

fairly positiie.
mixed: sortie pQsilly.
neutral.

somewhat negative.
quite negatile.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

outstanding.
good.
somewhat poor.
very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

A a. entirely adequate.
z .b. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

z a. entirely adequate.
2 ,§. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book is (check one):

a.

b.

c.

excellent.
generally good.
poor - -some significant errors.

very poor-many significant errors.

11. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (check one):

a.

b .

err 2 C.

d.

difficult for students even with class discussion.
understandable with class discussion.
understandable without class discussion.
trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Nene, for a first course is the field."
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Borg and Gall (zuntinued)

13. Further comments:

"Poor cable or coatants."

"loo wordy (as seen by students) ."

"1 supplement the above book with:
Co,,k, David R. A Guide to Educational Research, Allyn and Bacon (Includes
sample studies).
Elzey, Freeman F. A First Reader in Statistics, Brooks/Cole (Wadsworth),
(Statistical Concepts)."

"1 am supplementing, Borpl and Gall with my own star. pamphlet Statistics for
Research and Measurement, Gerhard Lang, Montclair State College, New Jersey."

"vtrs: r.eAt more ted:hable rh34 this second edition,
iti:' ''A t;;I: in.rtda..; In edacati,:n

.wretch."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Englehart, Max Methods of Education Research, Rand McNally & Company,Chicago 1972

Number of Reviewers t4 2

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-ing Items In terms of your recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
1 b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)1 d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension ofof the material: check on

1 a. below average Is sufficient.
b. average.

1 c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
2 b. average.

c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
2 b. master's students-- require of all students.1 c. master's students particularly interested in the topic

d. doctoral students-- require of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly Interested in the topic.ANNIMINIIM.O1111NO

5. What statistics b,ckground Is necessary for comprehension of thematerials? (check one)

1 a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. some inference, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effects ANOVA,multiple correlation.e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

MI
6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
1 b. fairly positive.

"--rc. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

....i.e. outstanding.
good

.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. It the breadth (var1ety) of topic coverage (check one):

entirely adequate.
1 b. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely Inadequate.111.1=IM.I.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

2 ,a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book is (check one):

1 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poor--some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.0.110101.11MOM

11. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):
MININO11

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
1 b. understandable with class discussion.

c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.1111.1MINIMINMIMP

i2. Please list significant omissions (open ended).
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Helmstu4ter, G.C. Research Concepts in Human Behavior: Education
Psychology, Sociology, Appleton Century Crofts, N.Y. 1970

Number of Reviewers u

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow
ing items In terms of your recommendations for its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

1 c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g, research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average is sufficient.
1 h4 average.

c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below'average Is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c. above average is necessary.wwINIMM,

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
--1--'b. master's students--require of all students.
--1 c. master's students. particularly interested in the topic
-77-6d. doctoral students--require of all students.

e. doctoral students particularly interested In the topic.

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

1 a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. dome inference, e.g. chi-square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts'ANOVA,AultIple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models'.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
--17. b. fairly positive.

c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

a. outstanding.
1 b. good.

somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.0011.1MINIMIM

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.~Iftws

10. The technical accuracy of the book is (check one):

1 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poor--some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.

11. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

1 a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
b. understandable with class discussion.
c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

13. Further comments:

"One of the two or three best available for Master's level
(largely-consumer or omnibus) course."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Kerlinger, Fred N. Foundations of Behavioral Research: Educational &
...."34LyasiPscliuir, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc. N.Y., 2nd ed. 1973

Number of Reviewers ft 6

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing Items In terms of your recommendations for its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
1 b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)
3 c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)

d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g, research)01=11111ftwOMI

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average Is sufficient.
3 b. average.

above average Is necessary.

3. Level of verbal agility required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
4 b. average.
2 c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
1 b. master's students--require of all students.2 c. master's students particularly Interested in the topic
4 d. doctoral students--require of all students.

e. doc+oral students particularly Interested In the topic.

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.

4 c. tome inference, e.g. chi-square, t-tests.
1 d. more inference, e.g. fixed effetts'ANOVA,multiple correlation.
1 e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivarlate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

1 a. enthusiastic.
3 b. fairly positive.

mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.
s. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

a. outstanding.
5 b. good.
1 c. somewhat poor.

d. very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

4 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely Inadequate.

11101111.01111111

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

5 a. entirely adequate.
1 b. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely Inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

6 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poor--some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.1111116

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

1 a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
5 b. understandable with class discussion.

c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"It attempts to cover so much territory (statistics, tests,
measurements, research designs etc.) that, unless the student has
a good background from other sources, comprehension often suffers.
2nd edition is much better."

"Nothing on the developing area of evaluation as distinct from
research."

"It is primarily based on experimental methods of research. As a
result it does a very light treatise on.historical or library
approach to research."
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Kerlinger (continued)

13. Farthec ,:cmmencs.

"All Masters level people ctt 1=4,Ate-1 t, take the intro course at this
Univeisity over the last tive years, I nave tried lower priced texts.
The students, however,4omplain, Their complaint is that they end up
having to read Kerlinger any way because he covers the material so
much better than the others."

"Outstanding tor all graddate sLaaents eAcept pexhaps those who are
learning about research only as ::ons,;mets at :taster's level. Maybe the
most important single book tor the student's notary,"

"Definitely advanced -- and seleociya in zentent."

"ether sources regarred to fill in aria complement the covezage. Really
an imperimental designs {rather than a babic research) text."
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S1G:PER
Text Survey

Lehmann, I.J. and W.A. Mehrens Educational Research: Readings in Focus,Holt, Rinehart 6 Winston, N.Y. 1971

Number of Reviewers u 2

Referring to the text bock you listed above, please respond to the follow-ing items In terms of your recommendations for its use.

1. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)
a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)2 d. exclusively consumers of. ... (e.g. research)

2. level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension ofof the material: check on

1 a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c above average Is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:(check one)

1 a. below average is sufficient.
b. average.

1 c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

1 a. undergraduates.
1 b. maser's students--require of all students.-7mc. master's students particularly interested in the topic1 d. doctoral students--require of all students.1 e. doctoral students particularly interested in the topic.

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of thematerials? (check one)

1 a. none,
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. dome inference, e.g. chi - square, t-tosts.1 d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCtsANOVA,,multIple correlation.e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

1111116WIONIII

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
b. fairly positive.
c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral .

e. somewhat negative.
quite negative.
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7. Assumlno that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirableIs the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

a. outstanding.
2 b. good.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.ermanialmswilla

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.

-rw.c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.111111MINIIMINIM

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely Inadequate.

10, The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

a. excellent.
2 b. generally good.

c. poor - -some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.OMMIPIIINIM111

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (check one):

1 a. difficult for students even with class discussion..
b. understandable with class discussion.--17c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.1111IMS

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Single subject designs."

"Experimental section: generally poor selection of good applied
experimental studies."

"Explanatory vs. descriptive surveys."

"No evaluation studies section."

"Some studies require high level of statistical background."
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Lehmann and Mehreas (continued)

13. Further ;.oma.ents:

"I like p6bIlLati,l, lajoinders arLicles but, I do not appreciate
fititivus L-esearLh

"Generally, goal -;aliety or 1.,cdlea ale gi,)ea."

Good cwt a Ma.bitCbAc\iel CJUotlifleib'
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

NOuly,'George J. The_Syt rchence of Educational Resea, 2nd Edition,
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, N.Y. 1970

Number of Reviewers 1, 3

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing Items In terms of your recommendations for Its use.

1. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

an%
a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers

3 c. largely consumers, some producers
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g11

of.... (e.g. research)
of.... (e.g. research)
, research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material! check on

2 a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c above average is necessary..1111.1MOMMI.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
2 b. average.

c. above average Is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
3.1-.. b. master's studentsrequire of all students.

c. master's sludents particularly Interested in the topic
1 d. doctoral studentsrequire of all students.

e. doctoral students particularly interested in the topic.

5. What statistics batc.ground Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? tcher.k nne)

I a. none.
2 b. descriptive statistics only.

c. tome inference, e.g. chi-square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts ANOVA, multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.efte..1FININD

6. Student reactions lo the text are primarily (check one):

1 a. enthusiastic.
-7-b. fairly positive.1 c. mixed: some positive.

d. neutral.
"17a. somewhat negative.

f. quite negative.
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7. Assumino that a sementlel order of topic presentation is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

1 a. outstanding.
.2.b. good.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

4111=1.11111

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.

2 b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.011111.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

.111=M111111111.

4111111011111.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

1110.

11. The

excellent.
generally good.
poor--some significant errors.
very poor-many significant errors.

level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.

b. understandable with class discussion.
c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

13. Further Comments:

"Statistical inference is presented in such a manner that the

instructor can be quite flexible in his presentation. This,

rather than being detrimental, is a strength."

"A student workbook with 2500 multiple choice test items is

also available."
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Text Survey

Sax, Gilbert Empirical. Foundations of Educational Research, Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice Hell, t967

Wumber of Reviewers u 1

Referring to the Text book you listed above, please respond to the follow
ing items In terms of your recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)1 producers of ....(e.g. research)

largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g.
largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g.
exclusively consumers of.... (e.g, research)

research)
research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

1 a. below average Is sufficient.
b. average.
c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the materiel:
(check one)

1 a. below average is sufficient.
b. average.
c. above average is necessary.101111.1==1

4. Would you recommenr± this kook for (check all that apply):

a. undergraourtes.
b. master's students -- require of all students.
c. master's st:Jcenls particularly interested in the topic
d. doctoral siudentsrequlre of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly interested in the topic.

5. What siatis'-ics th!,:kgr,Jund is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

a. none.

j b. descriptive stalishics only.
C. Sang infercat!co, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effects'ANUVA,AultIple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

.1M1
41=1.
6. Student reaction'; t' the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
b. fairly positive.
c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

a. outstanding.
b. good.
c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

011111MONIIMINO

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.P1111

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.

some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.owMIMIPMIND

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

a. excellent.

111101111111111

generally good.

poor--some significant errors.
very poor-many significant errors.

11. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (check one):
em11.1m111111

a.

b.

c.

d.

difficult for students even with class discussion.
understandable with class discussion.
understandable without class discussion.
trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).
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W.:PER

Te.!* :iorvey

Travers, Robert 1. r,.ccotInll L,,nrning, 2nd Edition, Macmillan, N.Y.1967

Number cf Reviewers = 1

Referring to the +9xt t.:,'Nk y0:4 listed above, please respond to the follows.Ing Hems in terms of your rer.:mmendations for its use.

I. Students' e.ien*ozl orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. pro,:..;.:ers of..(9.g. research)
1 b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)c. largely consumers, soma producers of.... (e.g. research)d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quentita.tive ability required for students' comprehension ofof the material: check on

a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c above average is necessary.411.1Www11.111.01

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c. abcve ave-ncs is recessary.11=111=1WW111,

4. Would you re_7.,-,-eri this book or (check all that apply):

..wwwwww. a. underord.),tes.
b. master's Oudent3--require of all students.

1 c. master',L :-.rficularly interested in the topic
d. doctor.,) 54J-2s-t,:!--require of all students.
e. dcc4-_,rof G4..wents barticularfy Interested in the topic.1WISMWWWWWw

5. What s4e4ist'-: is -,ecessary for comprehension of thematerials? tri%^'. rn)

61.11011.1=MMINOM

.1.41..11* 11111Ww

111wwwWwwwww.

a. !ore.
b. descriptiie s47.0-istiLt only.
c, tome inferen.e, e.T. chl-sc!coare, ttests.
d. more ioferen, e.c. fixed offetts'ANOVA,multiple correlation.'e. extensive b,'7.;Kvour,1, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reaction7s

enowl.wwmwm

1.1.=111.wWIND

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
f

14'13 +ex* primarily (check one):

enthusiastic.
fairly positive.
mixed: some positive.
neufral.

somewhat negative.
quits negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

a. outstanding.
1 ,b. good.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.

---mm.d. entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

IIM11.111ND

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poor--some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.ammimmismos

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
1 1 b. understandable with class discussion.

c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.0..M.1111.11011.M.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

13. Further comments:

"A bit too theoretical -- does not always get down to details."
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SIG:PER
lext Sur\-ey

Tucknan, Bruce itt!search, Harcourt - Bruce, N.Y. 1972

Number of Hevieymrs I. 2

Referring the text t....)A you ik,ted above, please respond to the follow-
ing items ire terms ct (21,r recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' w,entual or to the topic of the book (check one)

a. produk:crs of....(e.g. research)-
b. largely producers, some consumers of. ... (e.g. research)

2 c. largely consumers, some producers of .... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of. ... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average is sufficient.
2 b. average.

c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the materiel:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
2 b. average.

c. above nece5sary.
IIMMINIMINNIMO

4. Would you r=:or11;:qu this took for (check all that apply):

1 a. undergr:J6Jates
2 b. master's y tudonts--requIre of all students.

mast-er' t-riluu:rly interested in the topic
d. doLtoru! 4iuu,:ifiti -require or all students.
e. y i,iizticufarly interested In the topic...musarlowliore

5. What st,,.!t!-:1;. i3 necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (chne:k onfP

2 a. nor,e.

b. descr 'pike -..--:,Jti5tics only.
C. Some Tre,-i, e.g. chl-s:.1uare, t-tests.
d. mor2 p. g. flied effects ANOVA, multiple correlations
e. exier,;;Ive 1);3ckjrcvnd, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.11100111.10

6. Student reacti..ic. tr. ihe text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastir-
1 b. fairly positivo.

c. mixed: some posiilve.
1 d. neutral.

e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

MIMMINIMIPOB

b.

C.

d.

outstanding.
good.
somewhat poor.
very poor.

8. it the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
2 b. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

aninalmallImm

ONENSIMIPMvs10

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
_a...b. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely Inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book is (check one):

a. excellent.
generally good.

c. poor--some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):
ON011
MMINIMEND1111

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
b. understandable with class discussion.

2 c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.1.1.111111.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Chapter 10 - Using procedures for data processing, is not useful
in the situation on our campus.

13. Further comments;

"The text is experiment oriented and does not give an adequate
treatment to descriptive research methodology. A better balance
between experimental And descriptive research methods would be
more deolrable."

"Tuckaan treatment of hypothosis and aperational definitions is
the best / have seen anywhere."



SiG;ct.
Text Suri..

Vsaalen, Deobold Underatandia, Edtwntionnt itcooarch: An Introduction,
3rd Edition, McCaw. 0111 Hoak Cowavv, A.Y. 1973

Number Of Reviewer,

Referring to rho 1q.1 ,

please respond to the follow-
ing items in le,wl; . Its use.

I, Students' %.1,:ortu,! t,. Ti7 me book (check one)

a. pr oJt:t:cr..;

2 c. largoli
d. 4

:s.g. research)
. ta.g, research)
Arch)

2. Level of. qi.,ant!i..c. ..irw4onts' comprehension of
of the materir)i.

A a. below
b. aveaoo.

abovc.:, avoraqualla110MIWII

3. Level of verbal 4h, %:omprehunsion of the material:
(check ono)

ag below aver iago .utij
b. average.
c. above averago Is ,lecofill

4. Would you recommend this book ior (check all that apply):

1 a. undergraduates.
4 b. master's students--requIro of all students.

c. master's students particularly interested in the topic
d. doctoral students--reouico of all studentS.
e. doctoral students parlik;olliiy interested in the topic.IIIII.110.111011

5. What statistics backgeund nocosGary w comprehension of the
materials? (check ono;

2 a. none.

1 b. descriptive stnt10I...% ono.
..2...c. tome interenco, o.q- t-tosts.

d. more inferenc0, 0.9. II,00 ottocts ANOVA, multiple correlation.n. c,ffInL,H0 030.1(-woo, 0.A. ondIysIS, multivariate models.11Ell
6. Student reactions io tho (chock one):

a. enthusiastic.
1 b. fairly

mixed: same
d. neutral.
e. somewhal negalivo.
f, quite negall'o

=1110
,griprommum
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text; (check one)

a. outstanding.
4 b. good.
1 c. somewhat poor.

d. very poor.rommipmpms

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
3 b. fairly adequate.

2 c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.111

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a.
b.

1 c.

d.

10. The

a.

b.

11. The

ONIMOMMIN

entirely adequate.
fairly adequate.
some significant omissions.
entirely Inadequate.

technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

excellent.
generally good.
poor--some significant errors.
very poor-many significant errors.

level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

difficult for students even with class discussion.
understandable with class discussion.
understandable without class discussion.
trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"In the third edition (1973) the statistics has been relegated to
the appendices. This is a !odor shortcoming of the book, and I
will change books on this account."

"There were no references to explanatory vs. descriptive surveys
or evaluation methodology."

"The appendices omit statistical tables, provide a poor treatment
of variance. Also, they omit t-test and one-gray AMOVAf-goes to
two -way fixed effects model."
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VanDalen (contiL.ued)

13. Further Comments:

"A good text - ottenteu tz:waLa .casuJa: "

"The 3rd Edition 16 interiol to 2nu Ldicion i expect co change next year."

"Repott wtiting, -;iapt; 12, 16 thin atm .iitL;ally useless - particularly in
reviews of litguet,..te, and te,m poet usage"
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Wiersma, William Research Methods in Education: An Introduction,

Lippincott, Philadelphia 1969

Number of Reviewers = 4

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow.
ing Items In terms of your recommendations for its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of

of the material: check on

1 a. below average Is sufficient.
3 b. averaoe.

c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
"-7T-- b. average.
""T'' c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
--r b. master's students--require of all students.

c. master's students particularly interested in the topic

--17-d. doctoral students--require of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly interested in the topic.

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

1 a. none.

b. descriptive statistics only.
--Ir-r c. Some inference, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.

d. more inference, e.g. fixed effetts'ANOVA,.multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

0010111111111

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
'17' b. fairly positive.
1c. mixed: some positive.

d. neutral.
I--17a. somewhat negative.

emm-m-mf. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

a. outstanding.
3 b. good.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. it the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
2 b. fairly adequate.
2 c. some significant omissions.

./r d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

a. excellent.
3 b. generally good.

c. poor--some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.1=11..11111,

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (check one):

-----ea. difficult for students even with class discussion.
b. understandable with class discussion.

--1---c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Treatment of the philosophical and theoretical foundations
underlying the research process were inadequately! emphasized."

13. Further Comments:

"Chapters 2 and 3 of this text provide perhaps the best and most
concise approach to a conceptual understanding of descriptive and
inferential statistics currently available."

"The problems presented for students are good."

"Since I am the author of the text, I find it quite satisfactory
for our Research Design I-course. In fact, I initially wrote the
text specifically with that course in mind, the content of which
P .****...4411m41-41.4.A1 miewenemal U



STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Bailey, Daniel E. Probability and Statistics: Models for Research,
let Edition, John Wiley 6 Sons, N.Y. 1971

Number of Reviewers u 1

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing items In terms of agraggrondeflons,for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

1 c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g, research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the materiel:
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
-77 b. average.

c. above average is necessary.
.0.111111MMEI

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
"77b. master's students--require of all students.

c. master's students particularly interested in the topic
d. doctoral students--require of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly interested in the topic.

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

1 a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. dome inference, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.

-----bd. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts'ANOVA,AultIple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
b. fairly positive.

"1"..c. mixed: some positive.
-"w-mad. neutral.

e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negati0e.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of toOlc presentation Is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

as outstanding.
b. good.rte..,...
C. somewhat poor.

"m"*---d. very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.11.0111111

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book is (check one):

a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poorsome significant errors.
d. very poor -many significant errors.

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
b. understandable with class discussion.
c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

13. Further consiontst

"More discussion on contingency tables would be helpful."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Downie, N.M. and R.W. Heath Basic Statistical Methods, 3rd Edition
Harper 6 Row, N.Y. 1970

Number of Reviewers = 4

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing items in terms of Your recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
2 b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)
2 c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)

d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

3 a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the materiel:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
ams-r b. average.

c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

1 a. undergraduates.
=ib. master's students--require of all students.
1 c. master's students particularly interested In the topic

d. doctoral students--require of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly Interested In the topic.IIMM1111

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

4 a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. tome Inference, e.g. chi-square, t-tests.

more inference, e.g. fixed effetts'ANOVA,multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariete models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
3 b. fairly positive.

c. mixed: some posiiivo.
6-17-'d. neutral.

e. somewhat negative.
quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this texts (check one)

a.

c.

d...
outstanding.
good.

somewhat poor.
very poor.

8. it the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

2 a. entirely adequate.
1 b. fairly adequate.
1 c. some significant omissions.

d. entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book IF (check one);

a. excellent.
4 b. generally good.

c. poorcome significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.011111111

11. The

110111111M111111MM

a.

b.

c.

d.
swwwwft11.1.

level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

difficult for students even with class discussion.
understandable with class discussion.
understandable without class discussion.
trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Handling of Students' t is confusing - also problems at end of
chapters poorly chooses."

13. Further comments:

"Fairly clearly written but.not as up to date or comprehensive as
Minium's book."

"Why deal with grouped data in an introductory text? - or in any
text for that matter? This is the day of calculators and computers."

"This is one of the best statistics books on the market for
students with a limited mathematical background."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Fergueon, G.A. Statistical Analysis in Psychology & Education, 3rd
Edition, McGraw Hill, N.Y. 1971

Number of Reviewers = 2

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing Items In terms of your recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
2 b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

c. largely consumers, some producers of. ... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the malarial: check on

1 a. below average is sufficient.
b. average.

1 c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
.2 b. average.

c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.

1 b. master's students--require of all students.
c. master's students particularly interested in the topic

doctoral students--require of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly interested In the topic.

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

1 a. none..36. b. descriptive statistics only.
c. some inference, e.g. chi-square, t-tests.I ONO=

d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts'ANOVApmultiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.

2 b. fairly positive.
c. mixed': some posilive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

a.
-Irma- b.

c.
d.

111111111.11111.0MIP.

outstanding.
good.

somewhat poor.
very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
1 b. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

WININNIONINO111.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

1. a. entirely adequate.
---r- b. fairly adequate.

c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

i0. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

1 a. excellent.
r ---b. generally good.

c. poor--some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.

11. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
b. understandable with class discussion.
c. understandable without class discussion.

-"---ed. trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Not enough on interpretation of findings."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Glass, Gene V. and Julian C. Stanley Statistical Methods in Education
and Psycholoy, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs 1970

Number of Reviewers 2

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing items in terms of our recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

1 a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g, research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average Is sufficient.
1 b. averaoe.

above average Is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability-required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

1 c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
b. master's students--require of all students.

1 c. master's students particularly interested in the topic
1 d. doctoral students -- require of all students.

e. doctoral students particularly interested In the topic.

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

1 a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.

1 c. dome inference, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effetts'ANOVAmultiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
b. fairly positive.

--17c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.

1 .e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that n sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

a. outstanding.
2 b. good.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.

1 b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate..1111IMEINI

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

2 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.ommo

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

2 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poor--some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.ommoimuswom

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

1 a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
1 b. understandable with class discussion.

c. understandable without class discussion.
smwm-mmd. trivial for students at this level,

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Advanced correlational topics."

"Non Parametric techniques - However, including these would make
the text just too long."

13. Further comments:

"This book is technically correct and uses notation that most
students can easily handle. It is to be highly recommended."

"The majority of doctoral students in education find the text
quite difficult, particularly the notation, which is quite complex;
the result is a strong affective barrier against not only the book
but the course as well."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Harp, W.L. Ststisticu for the Social Sciences, Holt Rinehart & Winston Inc.
N.Y. 1973

Number of Reviewers = 1

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow
ing items'in terms of your recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
1 b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average is sufficient.
b. average.

1 ,c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
b. average.

c. above average Is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
b. master's students--require of all students.
c. master's students particularly interested in the topic

1 d. doctoral students--require of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly interested in the topic.

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. dome inference, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts'ANOVA,.multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
`'1 b. fairly positive.

c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this texts (check one)

a. outstanding.
b. good.
c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. it the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

1 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poor--some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
1 b. understandable with class discussion.

c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.M.11.1=10

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Excellent coverage."

13. Further comments:

"Probably the best stet text in the field - at the intermediate/
advanced level - excellent presentation."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Minium, E.W. statisticaUltItTAELAFLnttaq211LtEEttgab
John Wiley & Sons, N.Y. 1970

Number of Reviewers = 1

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing iteme.in terms of mt. .......trelmanedietselfor Its use

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, sane consumers of. 0.41 (e.g. research)

1 c. largely consumers, some producers of_ (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g, research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average Is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
"41--- b. average.

c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
`77b. master's students-- require of all students.

c. master's students particularly interested in the topic
-17d. doctoral students--require of all students.

e. doctoral students particularly interested In the topic.

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

1 a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. tome inference, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts'ANOVA,multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivarlate models.1=11111M

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

enthusiastic.
fairly positive.
mixed: some posilive.
neutral.

somewhat negative.
quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this texts (check one)

a. outstanding.
mar b. good.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a.

b.

c.

de

entirely adequate.
fairly adequate.
some significant omissions.
entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

1 a.

b.

c.

d.

entirely adequate.
fairly adequate.

some significant omissions.
entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

1 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poor- -some significant errors.
d. very poor -many significant errors.

11. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
b. understandable with class discussion.
c. understandable without cuss discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Nonparametric statistics."

13. Further consents:

"It is just about the best basic statepresently available."

"It will soon be revised for 2nd edition."

"Extremely will written."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Popham, W.J. and K.A. Sir otnik Educational Statistics, Use &
Interpretation, 2nd Edition, Harper & Row, N.Y. 1967

Number of Reviewers = 4

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing Items In terms of your recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a.

b.

4 c.

d.

producers of....(e.g. research)
largely producers, some consumers
largely consumers, some producers
exclusively consumers of.... wig

of.... (e.g. research)
of.... (e.g. research)
research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

1 a. below average is sufficient.
3 b. average.

c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal, ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

1 a. below average Is sufficient.
3 b. average.

c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

2 a. undergraduates.
--I b. master's students-- require of all students.

c. master's students particularly Interested in the topic
1 d. doctoral students -- require of all students.

e. doctoral students particularly interested In the topic.

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

4 a. none.

b. descriptive statistics only.
c. some inference, e.g. chi-square, t-tests.
d. more Inference, e.g. fixed effetts'ANOVA,multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

IMII0101=10

ilmnimims41=11.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one);

a. enthusiastic.
ilam4 b. fairly positive.

c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

outstanding.
good.
somewhat poor.
very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
-77b. fairly adequate.

3 c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

a. excellent.
2 ,b. generally good.

c. poorsome significant errors.
very poor-many significant errors.

I!. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (check one):

a.

b.

c.
d.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Various types of correlation coefficients - (phi, biserial, etc)."

"Interpretation of r2."

"Post hoc comparison. - ANOVA."

"Advanced topics, e.g. multivariate, single-subject procedures."

"ANOVA tests for homogeneity are inaccurate. Give students idea
that t-test tests for homogeneity are OK to use when in fact not."

"Many, many errors in appendix of answers to hoeework items."

difficult for students even with class discussion.
understandable with class discussion.
understandable without class discussion.
trivial for students at this level.
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Popham and SIL:.tnir:. (ta:1_a,,td)

"Man, ez.:- presentatIons of 2nd edition that were made
in lsi edit..,aA work)."

"An eri4ta ciazt e

13. Furthe.

"1st edlt1,:r. _11 con,, .-rational especially - some conceptual
erro::s as well 1!,i.t '.,e1 2nd edtticn to gee if these errors have been
corrected

"Laced F4enermi introduction, followed by computational
chapte. "

"Kith betcs: thaL ..tic "

-1 .f. z. :.;..,.. ,;"..'.:dent:i like it very much and
o:.er. ,i.eic i it e.. ,,. a!, st,...61ag stmt f4,-,m a mare dilficult
text

After the primary eaucational statistics
texts c:.14ao.e, :nc aboJe listed text to be the best suited for
students wht co :Le in t;: tt..e ac wanted degree programs with a wide variety or
basic knowledge in 5tattitIca. Entering students may range from those who
have had no math sine nigh si;nool, to the math major. Hence the choice
which allows the student to move at his own pace."

"Regardless of errors or ommission and commission, this Stets book is the
easiest for students to read, comprehend, and use as a source book (at a
later date), It does need instructor clarification."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Winer, B.J. Statistical Principles in Exper tai Design,
McGraw -Hill Book Company, N.Y. 1972

Number of Reviewers = 1

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing items in terms of Your recommendations for its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
1 b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average Is sufficient.
b. average.

:c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
b. average.

mmrc. above average is necessary.

4. ::vould you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
b. master's students-- require of all students.
c. master's students particularly interested in the topic

`61"ammid. doctoral students--require of all students.
'77e. doctoral students particularly interested in the topic.

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

none.

descriptive statistics only.
dome Inference, e.g. chi-squares t-tests.
more inference, e.g. fixed effeots'ANOVA,.multiple correlation.
extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

IllasolI01010

a.

b.

c.

d.

.
f.

enthusiastic.
fairly positive.
mixed: some posilive.
neutral.

somewhat negative.
quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this texts (check one)

a. outstanding.
"srmmlb. good.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage,(check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

1 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poorsome significant errors.
d. very poor -many significant errors.

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):1 a. difficult for students even with cliss discussion.
b. understandable with class discussion.
c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this level.m01111011M

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

13. Further comments:

"Advanced and difficult to grasp - soma topics made uunscassarily
difficult."

A



MEASUREMENT
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Ahnann, Stanley J. and Marvin D. Clock Measurinj & Evaluating
Educational Achievement, Allyn & Bacon, Boston 1971

Number of Reviewers 02

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow.
ing items in terms of larrecommendations for Its. use.

1. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of ....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

1 c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
1 d. exclusively consumers of. 4. (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the materials check on

2 a. below average Is sufficient.
b. average..UNIMI1110

above average Is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the materials
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
2 b. average.

c. above average:is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (chock all that apply):

2 a. undergraduates. .

'''r b. master's students-- require of all students.
c. master's students particularly interested in the topic
d. doctoral students--require of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly interested In the topic.

5. What statistics background Is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

2 a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. dome inference, e.g. chi-squere, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed offebts'ANOVA,multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
--71.-.1). fairly positive.

c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.

41"mm`sf. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this texts (check one)

1 a. outstanding.
1 b. good.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. it the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a.

b.

d.amelillemea

entirely adequate.
fairly adequate.
some significant omissions.
entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

entirely adequate.
fairly adequate.
some significant omissions.
entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

excellent.
generally good.

pocrsome significant errors.
very poor -many significant errors.

II. The level of scientific and /or mathematical language Is (check one):
1111111811111=19

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
g-r- b. understandable with class discussion.

c. understandable without class discussion.
d, trivial for students at this level.11111Manalla

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"Needs chapter on criterion referenced testis's"

"Needs better section on descriptive statistics."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Cronback, Lee J. Essentials of Psychological Testing, 3rd Edition,
Harper & Row, N.Y. 1170

Number of Reviewers =

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing items In terms-of your recommendations for its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers of. SOO (e.g. research)1.
c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)

--rd. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material; check on

a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c above average Is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
b. average.
c. above average'is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduatei.
b. master's students--require of all students.

""7".c. master's students particularly interested in the topic
d. doctoral students--require of all students..411111
e. doctoral students particularly Interested In the topic.

41111111111

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

a. none.
b. descriptive statistics only.
c. dome inference, e.g. chi- square, t-tests.

-----d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts'ANOVA,multIple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
b. fairly positive.
c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.41.1
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
Is the overall conceptual development of this text( (check one)

outstanding.
good.

somewhat poor.
very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of Topics (check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

011111110

aft11101111110

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

1 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poor - -some significant errors.
d. very poor -many significant errors.

4101111211111

Ii. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
--"Tm. b. understandable with class discussion.

c. understandable without class discussion.
d. trivial for students at this 'eve!.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

13. Further comments:

"I wish Cronback had stuck with reliability instead of introducing
the now tern of goneralisability. Book is too long for a 3-hour
course for typical grad students in education."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Ebel, Robert Essentials of Education Measurement., Prentice Hell,
Englewood Cliffs 1972

Number of Reviewers = 2

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing items in terms of astrecommendatIone for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2 c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
d. exclutively consumers of.... (e.g. research)IMEM11111110

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average is sufficient.
2 b. average.

c above average is necessary.6666166106mm

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average Is sufficient.
2 b. average.

c. above average l-s.necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a. undergraduates.
--"r b. master's students--require of all students.

e. master's students particularly interested In the topic
d. doctoral students--require of all students,

--7rmie. doctoral students particularly interested in the topic.

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

a. none.
1' b. descriptive statistics only.

1 c. dome inference, e.g. chi - square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts*ANOVA,multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.66111116611011161

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

1 a. enthusiastic.
1 b. fairly positive.

c. mkoJi some positive.'
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

..1...a. outstanding.
b. good.
c. somewhat poor.INS.1.11
d. very poor.am

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

2 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.M11
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

9. is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

2 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book is (check one):

2 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poorsome significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.lin1111

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language Is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
-`"1 b. understandable with class discussion.
6-1E6-6c. understandable without class discussion.

trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

13. Further comments:

"Good intermediate level text in tests and measurement."

"One of the most scholarly and thorough books in educational
measurements."

"This second edition adds a great deal of material that is
superfluous for a course in test construction. Original version,
which is incorporated in this second edition without change, was
more suitable. What we have now places too much emphasis on
test construction for a first course in tests and mmesarements,
and too much emphasis on introductory measurement material for a
course in test construction."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Gronlund, N.E. Measurement and Evaluation in Teaching, Macmillan,
N.Y. 1971

Number of Reviewers u

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow--
ing items In terms of mit recommendation* for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)01MI
b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

1 c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)1111M11IM

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average Is sufficient.
b. average.
c above average Is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the materials
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
1-- b. average.

c. above average is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all thatiapply):

1 a. undergraduates.
b. master's students--require of all students.
c. master's students particularly Interested in the topic
d. doctoral students--require of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly Interested In the topic.01111.11.

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materi,'1? (check one)

a. none.
1 b. descriptive statistics only.

c. dome inference, e.g. chl-square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeots'ANOVA,.multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
"-T-1 b. fairly positive.

c. mixed: some posilive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.

quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this text: (check one)

outstanding.
good.

somewhat poor.
very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic

.111.01111MINIMOM

a.

b.

c.

d.

entirely adequate.
fairly adequate.
some significant omissions.
entirely inadequate.

coverage (check one):

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a.

b.

c.

d.

entirely adequate.
fairly adequate.

some significant omissions.
entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book Is (check one):

1

ONEN.1111111111100

a.

b.

c.

d.

excellent.
generally good.

poor--some significant errors.'
very poor-many significant errors.

The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is

a.
l b.

c.

d.

difficult for students even with class discussion.
understandable with class discussion.
understandable without class discussion.
trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

13. Further comments:

(check one):

"A good supplement is two paper backs by Gronlund.
Stating Behavioral Objectives for Classroom Instruction,
Macmillan 1970
Pre arin Criterion and Referenced Tests for Classroom Instruction,
Macmillan 1973"

"The best presentation (middle of the road) of Behavioral Objectives,
I have read."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Hopkins, Kenneth and Julian Stanley Educational and Psychological
Measurement and Evaluation, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs 1972

Number of Reviewers 14 1

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing Items In terms of air recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
1 b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

a. below average Is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c above average is necessary.11.111.110=1.11.0

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the materiel:
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
=b. average.

c. above average is necessary.
IM111111111.10

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

1 a. undergraduates.
1 b. master's students--require of all students.

--m-mm-c. master's students particularly Interested in the topic
d. doctoral studentsrequire of all students.
e. doctoral students particularly interested In the topic.1111111111

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

a. none.
1 b. descriptive statistics only.

c. dome inference, e.g. chi - square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effeCts'ANOVA,.multiple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
b. fairly positive.

--1 c. mixed: some positive.
d. neutral.
e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.
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7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation Is desirable
is the overall conceptual development of this texts (check one)

a. outstanding.
b. good.

--17c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.wappootINN.

8. It the breadth (variety) of topic coverage (check one):

a.

1 C

d.
SOMOONOPO

entirely adequate.
fairly adequate.
some significant omissions.
entirely Inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.

1 c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.MAIONOMNI

10. The technical accuracy of the book is (check one):

a. excellent.

1 b. generally good.
c. poor- some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.

11. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):
NIMMRAMOMENO

difficult for students even with class discussion.
understandable with class discussion.
understandable without class discussion.
trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions (open ended).

"No treatment of the Psychomotor Domain or assessment procedures
fat that area."

13. Further comments:

"A number of current texts are far superior; for example,
Ebel's Essentials of Ed. Measurement, especially in its treatment
of relevant research."

"The book illustrates the deplorable tendency of some authors to
cite their own and their students' work extensively, which results
in a rather lopsided view of some topics."
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SIG:PER
Text Survey

Thorndike, Robert L. and E.P. Hagen Measurement and Evaluation in
Psychology 6 Education, 2nd Edition, John Wiley 61 Sone, N.Y. 1961

Number of Reviewers = 1

Referring to the text book you listed above, please respond to the follow-
ing items In terms of you: recommendations for Its use.

I. Students' eventual orientation to the topic of the book (check one)

a. producers of....(e.g. research)
b. largely producers, some consumers of.... (e.g. research)

1 c. largely consumers, some producers of.... (e.g. research)
d. exclusively consumers of.... (e.g. research)

2. Level of quantitative ability required for students' comprehension of
of the material: check on

1 a. below average is sufficient.
b. average.
c above average is necessary.

3. Level of verbal ability required for comprehension of the material:
(check one)

a. below average is sufficient.
1 b. average.

c. above average Is necessary.

4. Would you recommend this book for (check all that apply):

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

undergraduates.
master's students-- require of all students.
master's students particularly interested in the topic
doctoral students -- require of all students.
doctoral students particularly interested.in the topic.

5. What statistics background is necessary for comprehension of the
materials? (check one)

a. none.
1 b. descriptive statistics only.

c. Some inference, e.g. chi-square, t-tests.
d. more inference, e.g. fixed effetts'ANOVA"multIple correlation.
e. extensive background, e.g. factor analysis, multivariate models.

111MINIMONIIND

6. Student reactions to the text are primarily (check one):

a. enthusiastic.
fairly positive.

c. mixed: some poslilve.
d. neutral.

e. somewhat negative.
f. quite negative.



7. Assuming that a sequential order of topic presentation is desirable
is the ovorall conceptual development of this texts (check one)

a. outstanding.
6"--u-s, b. good.

c. somewhat poor.
d. very poor.

8. It the breadth (variety) of -topic coverage (check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.

--"gewm-m.d. entirely inadequate.

9. Is the depth (detail) of topics (check one):

1 a. entirely adequate.
b. fairly adequate.
c. some significant omissions.
d. entirely inadequate.

10. The technical accuracy of the book is (check one):

1 a. excellent.
b. generally good.
c. poor - -some significant errors.
d. very poor-many significant errors.01111111MINWIMP

II. The level of scientific and/or mathematical language is (check one):

a. difficult for students even with class discussion.
b. understandable with class discussion.

understandable without class discussion.
trivial for students at this level.

12. Please list significant omissions iopen ended).

13. "A good book for a first course in the field, but this edition
added little in the way of new material; it really wasn't
necessary."


